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SOLERO® VATICANO PRO
The Solero Vaticano with a 250 cm diameter is a unique combination of a refreshing yet classic 

design. This parasol only takes little space, while its wide span and swiveling cloth offer plenty of 

shade. The Vaticano is an excellent add-on to virtually every decor style of your garden, balcony or 

terrace. 

The fade resistant O’Bravia cloth, guarantees years of pleasure from this stylish trendsetter. The 

Vaticano looks classy and cheerful, the system operates handy and smoothly. The 24 flexible ribs 

ensure that the fade resistant cloth is always tensioned. Simply tilt the parasol to 45° to enjoy the 

shade, even when it’s hanging low in autumn, exactly how you want it. Named after the dome in 

Vatican City, this parasol also does not take much room, while leaving a formidable impression with 

your guests.

STRONG AS IRON BUT LIGHT AS A FEATHER

BOTH FEET ON THE GROUND

24 FLEXIBLE RIBS

The Vaticano can be securely fastened in several ways, for example, you can choose 

to go for a mobile, fillable pedestal, a ground anchor that can be settled in the 

ground while pouring concrete, or a granite pedestal of 60 kg with wheels. It’s your 

choice to pick whichever option is easiest for your patio.

It’s rare for a parasol with a 250 cm. span width to be handled so lightly. The 

Vaticano is humble while being operated, but shows grandeur in its performance. 

And of course you’ll receive a stylish gray protective cover with your order. The Solero 

Accento click-on light fits around the mast of the Vaticano, it’s a nice addition that 

gives the parasol just a little bit more appeal. 

The 24 ribs of the Vaticano keep the canvas nice and 

tight, even if the parasol is tipped, this way the setting 

sun can be blocked out witHout having to worry about 

a little wind.
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Item number Description Price in € excl. VAT Price in € incl. VAT

828.25.colour Vaticano Pro Ø 250 cm 197,52 239,00

527.35.55 Ground anchor Vaticano Pro 63,64 77,00

535.30.35 Concrete base 35 kg 106,61 129,00

535.31.60 4x wheels for Concrete base 35 kg 41,32 50,00

535.30.45 Concrete base 45 kg 139,67 169,00

535.55.00 Granite base 55 kg 289,26 350,00

535.30.10 Steel grass spike 65,29 79,00

535.24.84 Accento click-on light 74,34 89,95

Lighting and heating can be found on pages 68-73 

Images of feet and anchors can be found on pages 82-83
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Specifications

Free protectioncover yes

Cantilever sunshade no

Central pole yes

Telescopic system yes

Light included no

Fade-resistant cloth yes

Pole in two parts yes

Tiltable yes

With rotating device 360º no

Side inclanation no

Valance (without add. costs) no

Operating system winch

Weight cloth per m2 210 grams

Integrated rib ends no

Number of ribs 24

Closes over the table yes

Pole diameter 38.5 mm

SPECIFICATIONS &
PRICES

*While stocks last

DELIVERY FROM STOCK*

TIMELESS FRAME COLORCHOOSE FROM 4 CLOTH COLOURS

Ø2.5 METER

PEARLY WHITE
.42

on anchor: -160 mmon anchor: -160 mm
without wheels: -70 mmwithout wheels: -70 mm            


